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The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) is a crucial part of the United Nations, responsible for 
maintaining international peace and security. The Council has 15 members, including five permanent 
members (China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States) and ten non-permanent 
members elected for two-year terms. The UNSC discusses and makes decisions on global security issues, 
such as conflicts, peacekeeping, and humanitarian crises. It can impose sanctions, authorize the use of force, 
and establish peacekeeping missions to help resolve disputes and protect people in need. 

Powers of the P5 Members: 
According to the United Nations Charter, the five permanent members of the Security Council, known as the 
P5, have two special powers: veto power and permanent membership. These powers were granted to the 
P5 in recognition of their significant role in establishing the United Nations and their continued responsibility 
in maintaining international peace and security. 

1. Veto Power: 
Description: The veto power allows any of the five permanent members to block a resolution in the Security 
Council, even if it has the support of the other members. This means that a single "no" vote from a P5 
member can prevent a resolution from being adopted, giving them significant influence over the Council's 
decisions. The veto is intended to encourage the P5 to work together and find consensus. 

Controversy: The veto power has been criticized for allowing individual P5 members to prioritize their 
national interests over global concerns. It can lead to gridlock in the Security Council when a P5 member's 
interests conflict with the majority view, hindering the UN's ability to respond effectively to crises. 

1. Syria Conflict: Russia and China vetoed several resolutions aimed at addressing the Syrian civil war, 
limiting the international community's response and potentially prolonging the conflict due to their P5 
ability to block action. 

2. Israel-Palestine Issue: The United States has frequently used its veto power to block resolutions critical 
of Israel, even when there is broad international support, thus preventing the Council from taking action 
to address the long-standing conflict. 

3. Rwandan Genocide: The threat of a veto from France, a P5 member and ally of the Rwandan 
government, discouraged the Council from intervening to prevent or stop the genocide, demonstrating 
how the veto power can hinder the UN's response to urgent humanitarian crises. 

Benefits: The veto power ensures that the most powerful nations are invested in the UN's decision-making 
process and prevents the Council from taking actions that could lead to direct confrontation between the 
P5. It encourages compromise and consensus-building among the permanent members. 

1. Cold War Stability: During the Cold War, the veto power helped prevent direct military confrontation 
between the United States and the Soviet Union, as both countries could block actions they perceived 
as threats to their interests, maintaining a fragile balance and avoiding escalation. 

2. Suez Crisis Resolution: In 1956, the United States used its veto to condemn the invasion of Egypt by 
France, the UK, and Israel, leading to the withdrawal of foreign troops and upholding international law, 
demonstrating how the veto can be used to enforce international norms and prevent aggression by 
powerful states. 

3. Iraq War Oversight: France and Russia's threat to veto a resolution authorizing the 2003 invasion of 
Iraq led to increased international scrutiny and helped to constrain the scope of the conflict, illustrating 
how the veto power can check unilateral action and promote multilateral decision-making. 
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2. Permanent Membership (Non-Elected & Non-Rotating) 
Description: The P5 members have permanent seats on the Security Council, meaning they are always part 
of the Council's decision-making process. This is different from the ten non-permanent members, which are 
elected for two-year terms and then replaced. Permanent membership gives the P5 a continuous presence 
and influence in the Council, allowing them to shape the UN's long-term approach to global security issues. 

Controversy: The permanent membership structure has been criticized as outdated and unrepresentative 
of the current global power dynamics. Some argue that it privileges the interests of a few powerful countries 
over the rest of the world and hinders the Council's ability to adapt to new challenges. 

1. Lack of Representation: The absence of permanent seats for major powers like Germany, Japan, India, 
and Brazil, despite their significant contributions to the UN and global affairs, is seen as an inequity that 
undermines the Council's legitimacy and effectiveness in addressing contemporary challenges. 

2. Regional Imbalances: The lack of permanent representation for major regions like Africa, Latin America, 
and the Middle East means that their perspectives and concerns may be disregarded in the Council's 
discussions and decisions, which worsens global power imbalances. 

3. Resistance to Reform: The P5's permanent status has made it difficult to reform the Council's structure 
and adapt to new global realities, as any changes to the UN Charter require the approval of all five 
permanent members. If they lose their status, they may consider withdrawing from the UN or 
decreasing how much funding they send to the UN.  

Benefits: Permanent membership provides continuity and institutional memory in the Council's work, as the 
P5 develop expertise and long-standing diplomatic relationships over time. This can be valuable in managing 
complex, long-term security challenges. 

1. Nuclear Non-Proliferation: The P5's permanent membership has been crucial for sustaining global 
efforts to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons, as they can consistently use their influence and 
expertise to shape and uphold international treaties and institutions in this area. 

2. Peacekeeping Operations: The P5's ongoing involvement has been essential for establishing and 
overseeing UN peacekeeping missions, providing the necessary resources, political support, and 
strategic guidance to maintain international peace and security in conflict zones worldwide. 

3. Conflict Mediation: The P5's permanent status allows them to build long-term diplomatic relationships 
and leverage their influence to mediate and defuse global security crises, such as the Iran nuclear deal 
negotiations, where their sustained engagement and coordination were key to reaching an agreement. 

In summary, the veto power and permanent membership give the P5 significant influence over the Security 
Council's decisions and direction. While these powers have been criticized for concentrating authority 
among a few nations and perpetuating inequalities, they also help to ensure that the most powerful 
countries remain committed to the UN system and collaborate to address global security threats. As the 
world evolves, finding ways to make the Security Council more representative and effective while 
maintaining its core mission will remain a critical challenge for the global community. 
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Key Vocabulary Terms from the Reading (and Their Definitions) 
Conflict Mediation: Helping people or groups who are fighting to talk to each other and find a way to 
compromise and stop fighting. 

Consensus: When all (or almost all) countries agree on a decision or idea. 

Genocide: A very tragic and wrong action where people from a specific group are killed intentionally. 

Gridlock: When nothing can move forward or get done because different nations’ representatives disagree. 

Humanitarian Crises: Big emergencies where lots of people need help because of war, natural disasters, or 
other serious situations. Learn more about current crises around the world from the UN’s website:  
https://crisisrelief.un.org/crises  

Multilateral Decision-Making: “Multi” is an English prefix that means “many,” whereas “uni” is an English 
prefix that means “one.” Thus, “multilateral” decisions involve collaboration with several other countries, 
while “unilateral” decisions are made by just one country.  

Non-Proliferation: Working to stop the spread of dangerous weapons, like nuclear bombs, to keep the world 
safer. 

Peacekeeping Missions: Actions taken by the United Nations to help countries stop fighting and keep peace. 
Soldiers and others (like peacekeepers) go to these places to help. Learn more about the UN’s peacekeeping 
efforts here: https://peacekeeping.un.org/en  

Resolution: Formal expressions that UN member countries vote on. Learn more about UN resolutions here: 
https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/content/resolutions  

Sanctions: Rules that punish a country by limiting trade or contact with it, usually because it broke 
international laws. Learn about sanctions: https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/sanctions/information  

Veto Power: The special ability to reject (say “no”) to a resolution - which stops it from happening - even if 
other countries agree to it. Learn more about the UN’s voting system here:  
https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/content/voting-system  
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